
THE OUTCOMES OF FEAR AND PREJUDICE PORTRAYED IN THE MOVIE

THE CRUCIBLE

Not to be confused with the horror film about wax museums called crucible of terror this is crucible of horror () - british
title: the corpse the film stars.

She is unsuccessful in getting this done and ends up executing over twelve people including John Proctor.
Hale, Elizabeth Proctor, and John Proctor,. But others thrive on the hysteria as well: Reverend Parris
strengthens his position within the village, albeit temporarily, by making scapegoats of people like Proctor
who question his authority. Because of this, we are able to make an active connection to the play, thus
expanding our understanding of the play. The Crucible has many components where the characters experience
moments of hysteria. In many of these corporate cases, there is a David, an average person, taking on an
industry and winning Witch craft is used to represent revenge. Focused on maintaining public reputation, the
townsfolk of Salem must fear that the sins of their friends and associates will taint their names. The play
portrays with historical changes the Salem witch trials of and , and was a response to the House Un-American
Activities Committee. In a healthy community the people need laws, trust, respect, and collaboration. They
want to be found good, because being good will make them right with God. Miller elucidates throughout the
play that truth has no meaning when men believe only what they want to believe. Whether it be religion,
government, or social roles; they all play some sort of impacting part to the characters we met while watching
The Crucible. Salem 's strict adherence to the Christian shurch is evident in everything the citizens do.
Elizabeth is also convinced of herself as a good woman, but by the end of the play, she has reconsidered her
treatment of her husband after he confessed to an affair, and realizes that she was unforgiving. Other
characters, such as Mary Warren, confess, because being seen as good is more important to them than telling
the truth. The government was a theocracy, ruled by god through religious officials. Give one example of how
Abigail shows her dishonesty in this act. In the film, The Crucible, obedience leads to the deaths of many
innocent individuals. When trust is broken people lose respect in people and then get jealous. It can also mean
a severe trial. Hysteria ignites the first scene, with Parris, Tituba, and the girls, and refuses to ebb until the end
of the final scene. A variety of camera techniques are used throughout the beginning sequence to enhance the
mood and involve the audience. Arthur Miller demonstrates how people were easily being accused and blamed
in any reasons and with little amount of proof were to be punished Welcome to our radio show. Where does
Tituba think that the Devil is going to take her? Lanterns hanging from the ceilings with a dim light made this
effect John finally reaches his redemption at the close of the play while Hale, still trying to get Rebecca and
John to give false testimony, continues to compromise his theology and morality, even if it is to save their
lives. Judgment Another major theme in The Crucible is that of judgment, especially seen in the characters of
Danforth and Rev. Puritans were a group of christian people that lived based off of what they believe in. These
are the inadequate educators, the student body as a whole seemingly dreads receiving. Tears pleasure them!
The five-act structure evolved from a three-act structure, which was made famous by Roman Aelius Donatus.
Historically, the most common scapegoat for this fear is the Other. They use measures of a person 's
knowledge and adherence to the religion as a means of judging their character and also their status in society.
The play struggles through personal failings and despairs, presenting characters that allow for audience
members or readers to find some part of themselves in, which in turn allows for them to view their own
societies in a more critical light. However, one of my personal favorites is The Crucible. Parris is
contemplating on what the town will think of him when they find out what has happened.


